
The Sweet Winds Of Egypt: A Musical Journey
by Jeanette Pickering
Music has always possessed the unique power to transport us to distant lands,
allowing us to experience different cultures and their rich traditions. One
individual who has mastered this ability is the extraordinary musician, Jeanette
Pickering. Known for her mesmerizing compositions and performances, Pickering
takes us on an enchanting journey through the captivating world of Egypt.

The Beginnings of a Musical Adventure

Born and raised in a small town, Jeanette Pickering discovered her passion for
music at a young age. As she honed her skills and grew as an artist, she found
herself increasingly drawn to the allure of Middle Eastern music. Intrigued by its
rich history and unique melodies, Pickering decided to embark on a musical
adventure to Egypt.

Arriving in Cairo, the bustling capital city, Pickering immediately fell in love with
the vibrant culture and warm hospitality of the Egyptian people. She spent
countless hours exploring local markets, immersing herself in the sights, sounds,
and aromas that filled the air. It was within this immersive environment that she
found her inspiration, and her musical journey truly began.
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The Melodies of the Pyramids

One cannot visit Egypt without marveling at the majestic pyramids, the lingering
testament to ancient civilizations. Captivated by their grandeur and mystery,
Pickering found solace in their presence and began composing music that
echoed the secrets hidden within their walls.

With her trusty instrument in hand, Pickering would often retreat to the serene
landscape surrounding the pyramids, capturing the essence of Egypt's history
through each carefully crafted note. The result? A collection of melodies that
effortlessly transport listeners to the sandy dunes and age-old tombs of Egypt,
where time stands still.

The Harmony of the Nile

The Nile River, Egypt's lifeline and symbol of its prosperity, played a significant
role in Pickering's musical exploration. Spending countless hours sailing along its
gentle currents, she absorbed the tranquility and magnificence that emanated
from this ancient waterway.

The calming ripples of the Nile served as the muse for some of Pickering's most
profound compositions. Each note she played seemed to mirror the ebb and flow
of the river's waters, creating an ethereal harmony that resonates deeply with the
listener. It is through these compositions that Pickering captures the essence of
the Nile, both as a life-giving force and a symbol of resilience.

A Celebration of Egyptian Traditions
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Throughout her stay in Egypt, Jeanette Pickering immersed herself in the
country's diverse traditions. She attended vibrant festivals, witnessed traditional
dance performances, and even collaborated with local musicians to create a
fusion of Western and Middle Eastern sounds.

Her compositions not only pay homage to Egypt's rich musical heritage but also
serve as a bridge between cultures. They beautifully intertwine the familiarity of
Western music with the enchanting melodies of the East, inviting listeners to
embark on a journey of musical discovery.

The Sweet Winds of Egypt: An Unforgettable Experience

Through her musical prowess and unwavering dedication, Jeanette Pickering has
created an album that transports listeners to the heart of Egypt. "The Sweet
Winds of Egypt" is a testament to her deep connection with the country and its
people.

With a mixture of symphonic arrangements, hypnotic rhythms, and soul-stirring
melodies, Pickering's album encapsulates the essence of Egypt's rich cultural
tapestry. This musical journey is a captivating experience that transports listeners
to the land of Pharaohs, unveiling the beauty and mystique it holds.

Whether you have visited Egypt before or dream of exploring its wonders
someday, "The Sweet Winds of Egypt" will transport you to the heart of this
ancient land. So close your eyes, allow the music to sweep you away, and
experience the magic of Jeanette Pickering's musical odyssey through Egypt.
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Jeanette Pickering has always been an adventurous person. Having been raised
in a small rural community and given the freedom of earlier times to explore her
world, small though it may have been, prepared her for the enjoyment she would
find in the larger world of her future.

She and her husband of forty-seven years raised their children over the funeral
home that they owned and operated most of her life. After his death, Jeanette left
grief and chose to see what else this world had to offer.

She visited Australia, New Zealand, Canada and Europe. She backpacked
through the U. S. with her brother, enjoying the western mountains and deserts.
At the age of seventy, on a trip to the Caribbean, she met and married a sailor.
They sailed those waters in a small twenty-eight foot sloop for nearly eight years.
Jeanette authored a weekly column in her local newspaper, telling stories of
those adventures.

“Sweet Winds Of Egypt” is a personal travelogue of her adventures after passing
the milestone of eighty. “It’s an amazing world out there. And there is still so much
more for me to see.”
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Enjoy her travels as you read her views of the glorious past and the evolving
present.
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